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Abstract
In this contribution, we report the development of in situ electrochemical cells based on proton exchange membranes suitable
for studying interfacial structural dynamics of energy materials under operation by near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. We will present both the first design of a batch-type two-electrode cell prototype and the improvements
attained with a continuous flow three-electrode cell. Examples of both sputtered metal films and carbon-supported metal
nanostructures are included demonstrating the high flexibility of the cells to study energy materials. Our immediate focus
was on the study of the oxygen evolution reaction, however, the methods described herein can be broadly applied to reactions
relevant in energy conversion and storage devices.
Keywords Near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS) · Electrochemistry · Oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) · Low temperature polymeric electrolyte electrode assembly · Platinum · Iridium

1 Introduction
Renewable energy storage and conversion technologies rely
on the availability of materials able to catalyse, electrochemically or photo-electrochemically activated, hydrogenation
and dehydrogenation reactions of small molecules at potentials as close as possible to the corresponding thermodynamic potential [1, 2]. Most of the commonly investigated
redox systems are inspired by the energy cycles occurring in
nature: (1) the oxygen redox cycle (O2/H2O), (2) the nitrogen
redox cycle (N2/NH3), and (3) the carbon redox cycle (CO2/
CxHyOz). Whilst literature on these topics is flourishing
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[1–3], no satisfactory materials have been found to provide
the decisive boost for these technologies. The major challenges to face are common to the three systems: (1) reducing material costs, (2) improving the energy efficiencies to
practical levels, and (3) reducing material degradation during operation. A thorough understanding of the underlying
mechanisms is generally acknowledged to guide towards
the synthesis of improved materials. In this respect, for
electrochemical processes the understanding of the restructuring and compositional change of the electrode surface
upon polarization, activation, and deactivation is especially
important. This knowledge can be attained via surface-sensitive in situ spectroscopic techniques that investigate the
electronic structure at surfaces and interfaces.
Synchrotron-based soft X-ray photoelectron and absorption spectroscopies are striking methodologies to serve this
purpose. Traditionally a vacuum technique, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) nowadays is an established
tool for investigating the gas–solid interface. In its “high
pressure” configuration, the technique is generally referred
to as (near) ambient pressure XPS (NAP-XPS), where near
ambient means a working pressure of up to a few millibars
[4]. Compared to ex situ, UHV-based XPS [5], NAP-XPS
can help to establish more robust structure–function correlations by simultaneously monitoring changes in (1) the
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electronic structure of the working catalyst, (2) the nature
of the adsorbed reactant molecules, and (3) the nature of the
products formed at pressures close to relevant conditions.
The application of this technique to increasingly important
energy-related electrochemical processes is currently pursued at synchrotrons worldwide, with pioneering work at
ALS (Berkeley) [6–9], BESSY II/HZB (Berlin) [10–15], and
SSRL (Stanford) [16–18].
Studying electrochemical processes by NAP-XPS requires
the development of adapted in situ electrochemical cells. In
the last decade the progress in this field has been gigantic
and we will now briefly provide a non-exhaustive list of
proposed approaches. Depending on the type of synchrotron
radiation employed, different methodologies have been put
forward: The research using soft X-rays initially was focused
on cells using solid oxide electrolytes [6, 19, 20] as well as
on room [10, 16, 17] and higher [11] temperature proton
exchange membrane (PEM)-based electrode assemblies in
(wet) gaseous atmospheres. To investigate electrochemical
reactions in liquid electrolytes by soft X-ray spectroscopies,
an alternative approach uses electron-transparent graphene
membranes to separate the liquid reaction environment from
the vacuum section of the analysis chamber [13, 21]. In the
tender X-ray regime, the excited photoelectrons have higher
inelastic mean free paths (IMFP) and can penetrate thin
matter: In the “dip & pull” technique, photoelectrons are
analyzed after penetrating a thin film of liquid electrolyte
formed on a metal electrode [7–9]. Since photoelectrons
excited by tender X-rays can penetrate ultra-thin Si membranes, in yet another approach these membranes are used
to separate the liquid solution from the evacuated analyzer
chamber [22]. Recently, also hard X-ray-based NAP-XPS
generating photoelectrons with even higher IMFPs has been
successfully employed for PEM-systems [23]. Finally, liquid
jet approaches can be used to study polarized interfaces [24].
Herein, we will focus on PEM-based systems to study
water electrolysis with a focus on the oxygen evolution reaction (OER). Due to their practical handling and high potential for implementation in the current electricity infrastructure [25], PEM-based systems have attracted major interest
from industry. From the point of view of studying PEMbased electrolyzers or fuel cells by soft X-ray-based NAPXPS, they present the complication that a high degree of
hydration of the PEM is required to enable the device, which
is hardly achievable with standard NAP-XPS. To overcome
this limitation, we have developed dedicated in situ electrochemical cells to study water electrolysis at the ISISS (Innovative Station for In Situ Spectroscopy) beam line (HZB/
BESSY II) in Berlin. We aim to provide here a detailed assay
on the experiments performed and the spectroscopic results
obtained throughout the entire process of engineering optimization of these in situ electrochemical cells. We will further discuss how these experiments have helped us to probe
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the working oxidation states of both anions and cations in
Pt- and Ir-based electrodes during the OER.

2 Experimental
2.1 Proton Exchange Membrane Activation
PEMs are commonly used as semi-permeable electrolytes in
fuel cells or electrolyzers [25]. These acidic membranes conduct protons and, while they let water diffuse, they hinder the
passage of gases like O
 2 and H
 2. In the present contribution,
such PEMs were used as membranes between liquids and
an evacuated XPS and NEXAFS (near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure) measurement chamber and simultaneously served as electrolytes for a water electrolyzer system.
To investigate reactions in basic environments, the use of
anion exchange membranes could be considered. In all
experiments presented herein, Nafion® 117 ionomers from
AlfaAesar (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Karlsruhe, Germany)
were employed as PEMs. Nafion® 117 consists of a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) backbone and regularly spaced
perfluorovinyl ether pendant side chains, which are terminated by sulfonate ionic end groups ( C7HF13O5S·C2F4, see
Fig. 1a) [26, 27]. Only when well hydrated, Nafion® 117 is
interspersed with channels that enable proton transport as
schematically shown in Fig. 1b [26, 28].
To enable the proton conductivity of Nafion® 117, the
commercially obtained membranes need to be activated in
a two-step process. In the pretreatment step, the membranes
were purified from organic contaminants for 2 h at 80 °C
in a stirred solution of 3 vol% H2O2, which was prepared
from 30% H2O2 ROTIPURAN® (Carl Roth, Germany) and
ultra-pure Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ). In the activation step,

Fig. 1  a Chemical formula of Nafion® ionomer with PTFE backbone
(brown) and sulfonate acid-terminated side chains (purple). b Schematic representation of Nafion® with proton-conducting channels,
adapted from [28]
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the membranes were stirred for 2 h at 80 °C in 0.5 M H
 2SO4,
which was prepared from H2SO4 EMSURE®, 95–97%
(Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) and ultra-pure MilliQ water. After each step, the membranes were rinsed with
ultra-pure Milli-Q water. This activation procedure yields
proton-terminated sulfonate ionic end groups, which enable
the proton conductivity of Nafion® 117 when hydrated.
After the activation, the membranes were dried and stored
between clean filter paper.

2.2 Sample Deposition
The investigated materials were either sputter-deposited
directly onto activated and dried Nafion® 117 membranes
or electrodeposited on carbon paper (Toray™ Carbon
paper TGP-H-030, FuelCellStore.com). Other techniques
that could be used to deposit electroactive materials onto
the PEMs include drop-casting, spin-coating, wet transfer
etc. For the sputter-deposition, we used metallic targets (Ir
99.99%, Pt 99.99% and bimetallic Pt 80%/Pd 20%, Elektronen-Optik-Service GmbH, Dortmund, Germany) in a
Cressington 208HR sputter coater. The metallic films were
deposited in 0.1 mbar Ar atmosphere at a DC current of
40 mA. Depending on the material and the desired film
thickness, deposition times ranged from 60 to 300 s. For the
electrodeposition, we used a three-electrode setup controlled
by a VSP potentiostat (Bio-Logic Science Instruments SAS,
France) with a platinized Pt wire counter electrode (CE) and
a saturated calomel (SCE) reference electrode (RE). The
carbon paper working electrode (WE) was polarized at the
respective deposition potential until the desired mass loading
was achieved. Details of the deposition steps are given in the
respective manuscript sections.

2.3 Scanning/Transmission Electron Microscopy
The morphology of the deposited films was investigated
in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) Hitachi S-4800
FEG equipped with a Bruker XFlash detector. Images were
taken in both secondary electron (SE) and backscattered
electron (BSE) modes with acceleration voltages of 1.5 kV
and 15 kV. The nanostructure of the films was assessed using
a transmission electron microscope (TEM) FEI TITAN
80-300 with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV.

2.4 In Situ Photoemission and Absorption
Measurements
The NAP-XPS end station at the ISISS beam line of the
synchrotron radiation facility BESSY II/HZB (Berlin,
Germany) served for all in situ photoelectron and absorption measurements presented herein. The system has been
described in detail elsewhere [29]. In a recent upgrade, the
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end station has been modularized. While the lens system
with the differential pumping stages and the spectrometer
remain fixed, different types of reaction chamber module
can be attached to the system. These exchangeable modules
are specialized for categories of investigations (e.g. electrochemistry or heterogeneous oxidation catalysis) and prevent
cross-contamination between different types of experiment.
The dedicated electrochemistry module (EC-module) is
shown in Fig. 2. The EC-module was constructed such that
wet electrochemical reactions can be studied in situ by XPS
and NEXAFS. The EC-module is compatible with different
types of electrochemical reaction cell, two of which, namely
a two- and a three-electrode cell, will be described in detail
below. These cells were used to study the electronic structure
of oxygen-evolving electrodes. Furthermore, the EC-module
is equipped with a mass flow controller (MFC)-regulated gas
inlet system through which additional reactive gases can be
dosed into the measurement compartment. For gas analytics, the EC-module features a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS, Prisma, Pfeiffer, Vacuum, Inc., Germany). Using
mass spectrometry, gases evolved at the working electrode
can be detected online.
Polarization of the cell electrodes was achieved via
an external connection of the cells to a modular research
grade potentiostat (SP-300, Bio-Logic Science Instruments
SAS, France). For the two-electrode cell, the potentiostat
was operated in floating mode and the counter electrode of
the cell was grounded via the contact of the stainless steel
cell body and the spectrometer. The connection between
the CE and the spectrometer aligns the Fermi levels of the
materials. Hence, when the WE is polarized with respect to
the CE, the actual applied potential can be read off by the
observed binding energy shift of the XPS core levels. For the
three-electrode setup, the potentiostat was used in grounded
mode. The reference electrode of the three-electrode cell
was a Ag/AgCl micro RE (DRIREF-2SH, World Precision
Instruments, USA). The continuous supply of liquid into
the three-electrode cell was achieved through PEEK tubing
(1/8 inch outer diameter, 1/16 inch inner diameter, SigmaAldrich) that connected the cell to an outside Teledyne ISCO
260D syringe pump. The syringe pump was used to supply
the electrolyte at a constant flow rate of 1 ml/min. All electrolytes filled into the cells were based on ultra-pure Milli-Q
water. For the preparation of 0.1 M H
 2SO4, we used H
 2SO4
EMSURE®, 95–97%, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany.
All in situ XPS and NEXAFS measurements were
collected at room temperature. The focus size of the
beam line, i.e. the illuminated area of the electrode, was
150 µm × 80 µm (horizontal × vertical). While XPS measurements probe occupied electronic states, NEXAFS measurements probe unoccupied electronic states.
For all XPS measurements, we used an exit slit setting
of the beam line of 111 µm. In this work, depending on
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Fig. 2  a Construction model
and b photograph of the electrochemistry module (EC-module)
compatible with the NAP-XPS
end station at the ISISS beamline at BESSY II/HZB. The
photograph in b shows in addition to the EC-module the rack
with the syringe pump for the
continuous electrolyte supply
and the external potentiostat to
polarize the working electrode

the chosen pass and excitation energies, the corresponding resolution was between 0.2 and 0.8 eV, with lower
excitation and pass energies yielding higher resolutions.
Core lines of the different materials were measured in
surface-sensitive modes of different information depths.
In the most surface-sensitive mode, the information depth
is below 1 nm. The exact measurement conditions will be
detailed in the respective manuscript sections. All spectra
were calibrated by measuring the Fermi edge after each
core level scan and a corresponding rigid shift of the core
levels, which is especially suitable for metallic samples.
For all O K-edge NEXAFS measurements, the photon
energy was smoothly varied across the absorption edge
by a continuous movement of the monochromator. Usually, both Auger and total electron yield (AEY and TEY)
were collected. The AEY can be measured via the electron
spectrometer at a fixed KE of the registered electrons. We
used a KE of 385 eV to partly suppress the contribution
of gas-phase oxygen and water [30]. For the Mn L-edges,
we used a KE of 500 eV. The used pass energy and further measurement details will be given in the respective
manuscript sections. For the TEY collection, we used the
Faraday cup of the first aperture of the differential pumping system and applied an accelerating voltage. In general,
the probing depths of NEXAFS measurements are slightly

higher than those of XPS measurements (AEY: 2–3 nm,
TEY: 5–10 nm) [31].

3 Two‑Electrode Cell with Reservoir
for Liquid [10]
The two-electrode cell primarily designed for the in situ
investigation of electrode surfaces during the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is shown in Fig. 3a. The cell is composed of two core parts: the cell body and the lid. The cell
body presents a recess area with a cylindrical cavity, which
serves as reservoir for liquid water. The lid fixes an electrode
assembly based on a Nafion® PEM onto the cell body. The
counter and working electrode materials are applied onto
either side of the PEM, e.g. by sputter-deposition, drop-casting, or physically attached porous carbon paper. Electrical
contact of the WE and CE to the external potentiostat and
grounding of the CE to the spectrometer is achieved through
respectively connected sapphire screws. The leak-tightness
of the cell is realized through O-rings. The direct contact of
the membrane with the liquid water in the reservoir assures
the needed hydration of the membrane for achieving good
ion conductivity. Mounted onto a standard sapphire sample
holder, this in situ cell can be introduced into the NAP-XPS
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Fig. 3  a Construction model of the batch-type two-electrode cell for
in situ X-ray photoelectron and absorption spectroscopy investigations mounted on a sapphire sample holder. During assembly, first
the water regulator and the proton exchange membrane (PEM) with
the working and counter electrode (WE and CE) are fixed on the cell
body via the lid. Second, the cylindrical cavity is filled with liquid
from the rear and subsequently closed with the plug. Finally, the cell
body and lid are fixed onto the sapphire via the sapphire screws. b
Schematic representation of the cell’s working principle. The zoomed
region illustrates that due to the pressure difference between the inner
reservoir and the evacuated measurement chamber and due to the
porosity of the WE and CE films, the liquid diffuses from the reservoir through the membrane, thereby opening the membrane channels,
into the measurement chamber, where it generates a water pressure in
the mbar range. b Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and
Sons Ltd. from Ref. [10]

end station at the ISISS beam line at BESSY II/HZB [29].
The working principle of this cell is based on the water
permeability of both the PEM and the employed electrode
materials as illustrated in Fig. 3b: Due to the pressure difference between the liquid inside the cell body (1 bar) and
the evacuated XPS chamber (0.01–0.1 mbar), water diffuses
from the inner reservoir through the water permeable electrode assembly into the NAP-XPS chamber. Thereby, the
electrode exposed to photons through an aperture in the lid is
supplied with the reactant molecules. The electrode directly
in contact with the liquid water functions as the CE, whereas
the electrode exposed to photons is the WE. By applying
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Fig. 4  a Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a sputterdeposited Pt film on a Nafion® proton exchange membrane (PEM)
recorded with an acceleration voltage of 1.5 kV showing the mudcrack type structure of the electrode material ensuring water permeability. b, c Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
of the sputter-deposited Pt film of b a freshly prepared film and c a
film after in situ experiments recorded with an acceleration voltage
of 200 kV. The TEM images show that the film consists of interconnected nanoparticles randomly interrupted by cracks. After experiment, the nanoparticles are less densely packed revealing the hydration process of the interface during the oxygen evolution reaction. a
Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry. b, c Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and
Sons Ltd. from Ref. [10]

chronoamperometry (CA) to the electrode system, this cell
can be used to study oxygen-evolving surfaces in situ by
XPS and NEXAFS.
This cell was first used to investigate the reactivity of
sputtered Pt films as reported by Arrigo et al. in a previous publication [10]. To ensure the functionality of the cell
system, we initially thoroughly characterized its components. Water permeability is achieved since Pt films sputter-deposited on Nafion® have a mud-crack type structure
(see Fig. 4a). Electrical conductivity is attained since the
Pt films are composed of interconnected nanoparticles (see
Fig. 4b). Particularly in these experiments, the Pt film was
approximately 50 nm thick. Thinner metal layers did not
always result in a continuous film and some regions were
found electrically disconnected by XPS. Representative
high-resolution transmission electron micrographs (TEM)
of the Pt film on the Nafion® before and after the in situ
experiment are reported in Fig. 4b, c, respectively. In these
TEM images, the characteristic morphology of the film is
visible: The film is composed of differently densely packed
agglomerates of nanoparticles that are interconnected but
randomly interrupted by cracks. The film accommodates
onto Nafion® according to the membrane’s morphology,
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which gives rise to thickness variations as well as roughness.
As shown in Fig. 4c, the Pt film after in situ anodic polarization presents areas of less densely packed nanoparticles on
both the Nafion®/Pt and Pt/H2O interfaces corroborating a
hydration process of the interface upon OER.
The chemical composition of the surface and near-surface region of a freshly prepared Pt film determined by XPS
measurements with a probing depth of 0.5 nm is approximately 10 at% O, 10 at% Pt, and 80 at% C. Hence, most of
the Pt metal surface is covered with C originating from the
sputter-coating procedure. Figure 5a shows that the analysis
of surface-sensitive C 1s and O 1s spectra recorded during a
preliminary sputtering experiment revealed the presence of
C atoms in both sp2/sp3 configurations indicating the amorphous nature of the C deposit. Sputtering in a 10−4 mbar Ar/
water atmosphere in the measurement chamber for approximately 15 min was effective to remove part of the C deposit.
While sputtering for longer times (e.g. 53 min) lead to a
further reduction of the carbon coverage and introduction of
C–O species (components at 286.4 eV and 532.4 eV in the
C 1s and O 1s (Fig. 5a), respectively), it compromised the
integrity of the film: Parts of the film were found electrically
disconnected by XPS. More bulk-sensitive survey spectra
of the as-prepared film, after 15 min, and after 53 min of
sputtering (Fig. 5b) revealed the appearance of F and S core
levels originating from the N
 afion® substrate. Exposure to
air of the cleaned surface results in additional C deposition
(Fig. 5a), hence ex situ cleaning would not be as effective.
For this reason, before the in situ spectroscopic measurements, the film was sputter-cleaned for 20 min in a 1 0− 4
mbar Ar/water atmosphere in the measurement chamber to
remove C deposits from the surface and to maximize the
exposed Pt surface area without compromising the integrity
of the film. Further, to attain a robust Pt structure–function
correlation, cyclic voltammetry was performed until electron
transfer waves typical of Pt electrodes occurred, before water
electrolysis was investigated during CA.
The major limitations of this cell are: (a) the rapid consumption of water, which causes the loss of membrane ion
conductivity as well as desiccation of the metal film and loss
of electrical conductivity; (b) the current collector of the WE
is a NiCr wire across the aperture of the lid, which is insulated from the electrode. Thus only that part of the sample
in electric contact with the wire will be under the applied
potential and therefore it is not possible to evaluate precisely
the active surface area which can change with time; (c) gases
evolved at the CE, in this case H
 2, but also left-over air bubbles from the membrane mounting process are trapped in the
reservoir. These trapped gases exert a pressure on the membrane that soon causes (1) the metal film to break and (2) the
H2 to transfer through the membrane as detected by the MS.
Additionally, in a typical cyclic voltammogram (Fig. 6), we
observe a potential shift of the faradaic processes typically
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Fig. 5  a Normalized XPS C 1s spectra of a Pt film sputter-deposited
on Nafion® measured in the two-electrode cell at open circuit potential (OCP) and 0.01 mbar as prepared, after 15 min, and after 53 min
of sputter-cleaning (10−4 mbar Ar/water atmosphere with an acceleration voltage of 1.5 kV and a current of 20 mA), and after air exposure with a kinetic energy (KE) of the photoelectrons of 150 eV. The
inset shows the respectively recorded normalized XPS O 1s spectra.
The 15 min sputter-cleaning procedure already effectively reduces the
C contamination of the surface. While the 53 min procedure further
reduces the carbon contamination, it compromises the film integrity
and some parts of the film were found electrically detached. Air exposure after the cleaning process results in additional carbon species.
An ex situ cleaning procedure is therefore not suitable. b Respective
XPS survey spectra of the as-prepared and the sputter-cleaned films.
After 53 min of sputtering, the proton exchange membrane substrate
F 1s and S 2p core levels become visible

occurring on Pt, more markedly for those cathodic and
anodic processes that occur below 0 V versus the Pt quasi
reference electrode. We have verified that, despite the acidic
nature of the Nafion® membrane, the use of liquid water as
electrolyte, as compared to the use of 0.5 M H2SO4, leads to
a potential range at which the HER occurs that is consistent
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Fig. 6  Cyclic voltammogram (100 mV/s) obtained for a Pt80Pd20/
Nafion®/Pt80Pd20 electrode assembly using the two-electrode cell
at room temperature and with a water pressure in the chamber of
approximately 0.01 mbar

with the redox process in neutral pH conditions involving
H2O molecules rather than hydronium species. We consider
this as an effect of the slow proton transfer across the cell.
The slow proton transfer leads to an accumulation of protons on the surface of the working electrode when functioning as oxygen-evolving catalyst and a depletion of protons
with consequent increase of the pH when functioning as
hydrogen-evolving catalyst, respectively. In addition, we
have verified by using the sputtered Pt film with a standard
bench scale electrochemical cell that, intrinsically, a twoelectrode configuration leads to a broadening of the redox
waves and a shift of their potentials if compared to the same
cell in a three-electrode configuration. Therefore, the comparison of the potentials measured with our system to values
reported in literature is not possible. Regardless, the online
detection of the gases and the current density obtained are
the most relevant experimental observables to evaluate a
robust structure–function correlation.
Apart from the discontinuity in the use of the cell, which
requires frequent refilling with water, this cell behaves in a
very reproducible way. By monitoring the Fermi level shape
and shift (expected to be close to the applied potential), the
current measured by the potentiostat (approaching the mA
range), and the composition of the gas phase, we were able
to evaluate whether the collected data were meaningful or
affected by any of the technical issues listed above. Note that
the presence of F and S during the in situ experiments confirms that the active electrolyte/Pt/water interface is probed.
In the following, we will discuss three case studies,
in which we employed the two-electrode cell to monitor
oxygen-evolving electrode surfaces in situ by XPS and
NEXAFS. In this respect, we will be responsive both to
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Fig. 7  XPS survey spectrum of a bimetallic Pt/Pd (80/20) film sputter-deposited on a Nafion® proton exchange membrane measured
with the two-electrode cell at open circuit potential and 0.01 mbar.
The survey spectrum is exclusively composed of the core levels pertaining to the electrode materials, carbon, and oxygen

the possibilities the cell offers and the necessary precaution when beam exposure affects the materials’ chemistry. Despite its transient character and the pressure gap if
compared to systems operating at atmospheric pressure,
the instrumental development here reported has enabled
us to cover unexplored conditions and thereby provide new
insights into the OER.
Our first case discusses a bimetallic Pt/Pd (80/20) WE
film sputtered on a Nafion® membrane and serves as showcase for the cell’s ability to investigate oxygen- and hydrogen-evolving electrodes in situ. A sputtered monometallic Pt
film was used as CE. An XPS survey spectrum of the Pt/Pd
WE is shown in Fig. 7 and confirms that besides carbon and
oxygen, no other contaminants are present on the surface.
The binding energy shift of the spectra when the WE is
positively polarized is illustrated in Fig. 8 by O 1s measurements at OCP and + 2 V and the corresponding Fermi edges.
The spectra show that the positive polarization leads to a
rigid shift of the spectra to higher binding energy. In addition, the shape and intensity of the O 1s spectrum change
as response to the positive polarization of the electrode and
the corresponding change in the type and concentration of
present oxygen species. To be able to compare the measurements at different applied potentials, we used the measured
Fermi energy to determine the actual binding energy of present species (BEactual = BEmeasured − FE).
In an earlier report, Arrigo et al. identified the nature
of the Pt species formed on a Pt film upon OER in situ
and unveiled their role in the reaction mechanism [10].
Therein, the authors show that the OER-active sputtered Pt
film is characterized by (1) a metallic Pt0 component, (2) a
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Fig. 8  XPS O 1s spectrum and corresponding Fermi edges (FE) of
a bimetallic Pt/Pd (80/20) film sputter-deposited on a Nafion® proton exchange membrane measured with the two-electrode cell at
0.01 mbar at open circuit potential (OCP) and + 2 V versus Pt quasi
reference electrode, respectively

component Ptδ+ due to metallic Pt electronically modified by
subsurface O species (upshifted by 0.6 eV compared to Pt0),
and (3) Pt2+ species (upshifted by 1.3 eV compared to P
 t0).
δ+
Upon the OER, the abundance of the Pt species on the
surface increases significantly, P
 t2+ species are only a minor
component of the in situ electrochemically oxidized Pt film
under ambient pressure of 0.1–0.01 mbar, and Pt4+ species
are not observed. Arrigo et al. show that the not observed
formation of Pt2+ or Pt4+ is neither related to a protection
effect exerted by the C impurities nor to the possible reduction of Pt by beam induced water radiolysis. Rather, Ptδ+
species are the maximum oxidation states achieved under
the O2 partial pressure used in this study. This observation
strongly suggests that the formation of a stable oxide with
Pt2+ species is not a necessary condition for the OER. In
contrast, a clear correlation between OER activity and the
abundance of Ptδ+ was found. This component is described
as clusters of Pt oxide at the steps of the rough Pt surfaces
[32], which are able to dissociate water and turn it into O
 2
when the critical potential is reached. Since similar Pt 4f
dynamics have been observed for the PtPd system of the
present work, they are not explicitly shown here. Indeed, in
this contribution, we focus on the O speciation as this will
allow us to describe more in detail the ambient conditions
realized in these experiments.
In this respect, Fig. 9 shows the O 1s spectra recorded
during polarization experiments of the Pt/Pd film at OCP;
− 2 V (HER condition); and + 2 V (OER condition) versus
Pt quasi RE. The O 1s spectra are fitted with four components that describe the major changes over time. Note that
in these experiments, a positive potential is applied to the

Fig. 9  XPS O 1s spectra recorded with the two-electrode cell during polarization of the sputtered Pt/Pd 80/20 film WE at potentials as
indicated (kinetic energy (KE) of photoelectrons: 150 eV, exit slit setting: 111 µm, pass energy: 15 eV). From top to bottom the measurement time of each spectrum is: open circuit potential (OCP) (5 min);
− 2 V (17 min); − 2 V (47 min); + 2 V (58 min); + 2 V (98 min). The
intensity of the Pd 3p3/2 signal expected at 535 eV is too low to be
detected and was therefore neglected in the fitting

analyser cone to suppress the detection of gas-phase related
photoelectron peaks.
The O 1s spectrum of the film measured initially at OCP
is described by two components: the lower binding energy
component at 531.2 eV is attributed to single OH species
whereas the higher binding energy component at 532.6 eV
groups all the forms of dissociated and non-dissociated
chemisorbed water such as single OH, OH–OH, O–H2O
species adsorbed on Pt and Pd. Additionally, a small contribution from gas-phase water is visible even though the
instrumental setting was adjusted to minimize this contribution. As the Pt film contains C impurities, C–O species may
also contribute to the components at 531.2 eV and 532.6 eV
[10]. Afterwards, we polarized the WE at − 2 V. To evaluate
the stability of the oxygen species, we measured the O 1s
region twice at an interval of 30 min. The first O 1s spectrum
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measured at − 2 V polarization of the WE, shows a broad
peak, which requires an additional component at 534.4 eV
as well as the gas-phase component at 535.7 eV. In the O
1s spectrum measured 30 min later at the same potential,
however, these high binding energy components are reduced
almost quantitatively. The appearance of the gas-phase signal at this potential indicates that the gas pressure is locally
far above the background pressure of 0.01 mbar. The binding energy chemical shift of the component at 534.4 eV is
consistent with liquid water [8, 33], which could be trapped
within the pores of the metal film. Indeed, when a negative potential is applied, the transport of water is not only
favoured by the pressure difference between the inner container and the evacuated chamber, but also by the applied
potential, which induces the transport of H3O+ species
towards the WE.
Upon application of a potential of + 2 V at the WE, the
system evolves oxygen and the water transport is driven
to the opposite direction. At + 2 V, the two components at
531.2 eV and at 532.6 eV, due to single OH species and
chemisorbed water, respectively, increase similarly to the
case of pure Pt reported earlier [10]. After 80 min of measurement, however, the pressure measured in the XPS chamber decreased dramatically (from approximately 0.01–0.001
to 0.00001 mbar), simultaneously the current dropped, indicating that the water inside the reservoir was fully consumed
and the cell stopped to work. Consistently, the O 1s XP spectrum measured in this condition also shows a significant
decrease of the overall oxygen species as a result of the limited water supply.
The elemental composition of the surface and nearsurface region of the PtPd film during the in situ study as
determined by XPS is reported in Table 1. The atomic ratios
reveal still the enrichment of the surface with carbon albeit
the sputter-cleaning pretreatment. Upon cathodic polarization, we observe an increase of the O abundance (O/Pt
ratio increases) and a decrease of the Pt abundance (C/Pt
ratio decreases). This observation indicates that O and H
 2O
related species are accumulating preferentially on the Pt
exposed surface. Interestingly, the Pd/Pt ratio also slightly
decreases, which would suggest that O accumulates more
Table 1  Elemental composition of the surface and near surface
region of a Pt/Pd 80/20 film (KE = 150 eV corresponding to 0.5 nm
IMFP) at different potentials, determined by assuming a homogeneous model distribution
Voltage (V)

C/O

C/Pt

O/Pt

Pd/Pt

OCP
− 2 V (1st O 1s)
− 2 V (2nd O 1s)
+ 2 V (1st O 1s)
+ 2 V (2nd O 1s)

7
6.9
7
6.3
45.4

5.6
9.4
9.5
13.3
13.3

0.8
1.4
1.3
2.1
0.3

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
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on Pd than on Pt, consistent with the less noble character of
the former. Likewise, under anodic polarization water accumulates further preferentially on Pt. When the water in the
cell is completely consumed, the O/Pt ratio decreases significantly. Arrigo et al. discussed earlier [10] that the anodic
polarization induces a small increase of the C–O species,
however, this contribution is a minimal part. These results
demonstrate that most of the accumulated O is related to the
interaction of water on Pt and takes part in the OER. Indeed,
the nature of the deposited carbon is amorphous/graphiticlike, thus of sufficient chemical resistance on the one hand.
On the other hand, it may be beneficial for holding the nanoparticles together and guaranteeing electrical conductivity.
Similar dynamics involving the oxygen species as
observed in the XPS O 1s spectra were identified by NEXAFS at the O K-edge. In this case, from OCP the film was
first anodically polarized to + 1.2 V, + 2 V, and + 2.5 V versus CE quasi RE to induce the OER. Afterwards, the electrode was cathodically polarized to − 0.5 V and − 1.5 V to
induce the HER. The O K-edge spectra in AEY (normalised
to the edge jump) shown in Fig. 10a present resonances due
to transitions from the O 1s core level to the O 2p–Pt 5d
(Pd 4d) hybridized unoccupied orbitals. The first resonance
(1s → π*) is found with a maximum at 531.6 eV, which is
attributed to Pt–OH species [34]. The resonance at 534 eV
could be ascribed to 1s → π* transitions from CO impurities bound to Pt [34]. The broad feature at 540 eV is due to
transitions to the unoccupied σ* orbitals (1s → σ*) and is
attributed to OH–OH scattering [34]. Upon application of
an anodic potential, the intensity of the resonance due to
OH species originally centred at 531.6 eV increases significantly and shifts slightly to lower energy (531.2 eV) reaching a maximum at + 2.5 V (Fig. 10a). At this potential, we
expectedly also observe the highest OER rate throughout
the experiment (not shown). The difference spectrum of the
OCP and + 2.5 V measurements (see Fig. 10b) shows more
clearly that several resonances contribute to this low excitation energy peak. Upon cathodic polarization (− 0.5 V), the
intensity of the first resonance decreases again and shifts
back to higher excitation energies. This trend is even more
significant at more negative voltages (− 1.5 V) when H2 evolution is more pronounced. At this voltage, the spectrum
overlaps with the spectrum at OCP in the 1s → π* region
(see Fig. 10c), indicating a chemical reduction of the PtPd
film. However, it appears evident that now the broad 1s →
σ* resonance centred at around 540 eV is more intense.
It was discussed in literature that an OH carpet might be
formed via hydrogen bonding over the surface and, as a
consequence, the resonance enhances due to the long-range
ordering attained by the H-bond network [34]. Indeed, the
difference spectrum of the OCP and − 1.5 V measurements
reported in Fig. 10c shows features found for liquid water in
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Fig. 10  O K-edge Auger electron yield (AEY) NEXAFS spectra
recorded at 0.01 mbar with the two-electrode cell during polarization
experiments of a PtPd 80/20 film sputtered on a Nafion® membrane
a measurements were performed sequentially from bottom to top; b
difference spectrum between + 2.5 V and OCP; c difference spectrum
between − 1.5 V and OCP. OCP: open circuit potential, exit slit setting: 60 µm, pass energy: 100 eV

AEY O K-edge NEXAFS spectra reported in literature (the
pre edge at 535.4 eV, the edge at 540 eV) [34, 35].
In our second case study using the two-electrode cell,
we show that the presented cell is highly flexible and
can be adapted to study electrocatalysts based on metal
nanostructures supported on carbon. To demonstrate this
flexibility, we prepared IrOx/C-based electrodes via electrodeposition [36]. To this aim, we used carbon paper as
substrate onto which we electrodeposited Ir from a 5 mM
IrCl3·3H2O + 0.5 M KCl solution. The working electrode
was polarized at 0.55 V versus SCE until 2660 mC had
been transferred, resulting in a mass loading of 0.5 mg/
cm2. The electrodeposited Ir was subsequently oxidized
by potential cycling with 100 mV/s between − 0.2 and
+ 1 V versus SCE in 0.1 M K
 2SO4. An SEM image of the
as-synthetized electrode is reported in Fig. 11a. The image
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Fig. 11  a SEM image of the electrodeposited Ir on carbon paper
recorded with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV in backscattered electron mode. The bright spots correspond to the electrodeposited Ir
phase supported on the carbon cloth. b Chronoamperometry signal
recorded during electrode polarization at + 2 V in the two-electrode
cell. An increase of the current is observed when the water pressure
in the measurement chamber is raised from 0.0018 to 0.25 mbar by
external water vapour dosage

shows the surface of the carbon rods forming the carbon
cloth onto which the Ir particles are deposited (bright
spots). The so prepared electrode was physically placed
on top of the Nafion® membrane without any hot-pressing
step and studied in situ.
The XPS results shown in Fig. 12 (survey) and 13 (core
levels) indicate that the as-synthetized material is an Ir oxyhydroxide phase containing some Cl impurities. The broad
Ir 4f peak (see Fig. 13d) with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 1.8 eV could be considered the convolution of
a main component of Ir(IV) (Ir 4 f7/2 BE = 61.7 eV) and an
additional component of Ir (Ir 4f7/2 BE = 62.3 eV) [37, 38].
Despite changes in the ligands coordinated to the Ir oxyhydroxide clusters, the Ir 4f of the Ir oxyhydroxide presents
negligible changes in the electronic structure upon polarization. A detailed study dedicated to Ir-based electrodes will
be presented in the next section.
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Noteworthy in this experiment, due to the high resolution
of chemical states enabled by this technique, it was possible
to observe the corrosion the carbon support suffers upon
application of an anodic potential: The C 1s peak intensity
at higher BE than the graphitic component visibly increases
(see Fig. 13b). This corrosion is a well-known limitation

in the use of C-based electrodes for the OER. The absolute
current obtained is low due to several factors: (1) the low
loading of the active species, (2) the not intimate interaction between the solid electrolyte, (3) the electrode materials
high resistance for the H
 + transport, and (4) the low H
 2O
pressure generated in the evacuated chamber by the water
transport through the Nafion® membrane. However, the current’s response to the addition of 0.25 mbar H
 2O vapour
pressure in the XPS chamber confirms the electrode activity
(see Fig. 11b). Interestingly, the pores of the carbon support
act as a trap for gas-phase H2O and O2 as well as possible C
gaseous compounds resulting from the corrosion of the support as demonstrated by the gas-phase components appearing at higher binding energy in the O 1s spectra in these
measurements (see Fig. 13a). When we compare the two O
1s spectra recorded at + 2 V in 0.25 mbar H
 2O atmosphere,
we see that a small variation of the chemisorbed phase is
accompanied by a significant evolution of species in the
gas-phase. Note that the second O 1s spectrum is recorded
immediately after the first one showing a dynamic switch
from a prevailing C corrosion to OER (intensity increases
at higher binding energy, corresponding to gas-phase oxygen evolution). This observation suggests that, in principle,
OER catalysts could be optimized such to be used directly
in selective hydrocarbon oxidation.
Our final showcase for the two-electrode cell presents how beam effects on the sample can complicate the

Fig. 13  XP spectra a O 1s; b C 1s; c Cl 2p; d Ir 4f of IrOOH electrodeposited on C recorded at open circuit potential (OCP) and during the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at + 2 V at different water
pressures. Due to the surface polarization and the application of 45 V
at the cone of the electron analyser, the oxygen containing gas-phase
components in the O 1s spectrum are broad and thus unresolved. As

a rule of thumb, in order of increasing BE, the following gas-phase
species are assumed present in close proximity to the sample surface:
H2O, CO2, CO, O2 (kinetic energy (KE): 600 eV, beam line exit slit
setting: 111 µm, analyser pass energy: 15 eV). Note that the higher
local pressure in the last two measurements results in a decrease of
the signal-to-noise ratio for the Ir 4f spectrum (light grey line)

Fig. 12  XPS survey spectrum of the as-prepared IrOOH film on C
paper recorded in the two-electrode cell at open circuit potential at
0.01 mbar, exit slit setting: 111 µm, photon energy: 1200 eV, pass
energy: 20 eV
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measurement with this device. Earth-abundant transition
metal oxides are currently under the spotlight of research to
replace rare and expensive Ir-based electrocatalysts for the
OER. This interest motivated us to investigate the suitability
of this methodology for studying electrodeposited MnOx,
which is characterized by a diverse O
 H−/O2− coordination
chemistry as well as redox chemistry at reduction potentials
of interest for the OER [39]. We again used carbon paper
as substrate onto which we electrodeposited MnOx from a
20 mM KMnO4 solution following the procedure described
by Zhao et al. [40]. The WE was polarized at − 0.85 V versus SCE until 510 mC had been transferred, resulting in a
mass loading of 0.3 mg/cm2. An XPS survey spectrum of
the as-prepared MnOx on carbon paper is shown in Fig. 14.
The SEM image in Fig. 15a shows a carbon fibre of the cloth
with part of its surface uncovered, revealing preferentially
oriented carved lines, whereas the Mn deposit appears with
dendrite-like (brighter region) morphology. However, some
of the electrodeposited Mn is very thick (not shown) and
not well in contact with the carbon surface. The inhomogeneity in the deposition of manganese can cause problems
when studying the structure–function relation. The following
obstacles inhibiting the electrochemical performance were
observed in this experiment series: (1) beam damage [41,
42], (2) low conductivity; (3) wetting problems.
A peculiarity of transition metal oxides is that their metal
oxidation states generally can be more easily identified with
NEXAFS than with XPS: The different oxides have clear
fingerprint features in NEXAFS while their XPS core levels are more broadened by multiplet splitting and valenceshell recoupling in the core-excited state [31]. Therefore,
we chose for the Mn case to concentrate on the Mn L-edges

Fig. 14  XPS survey spectrum of the as-prepared MnOx film on C
paper recorded in the two-electrode cell at open circuit potential at
0.01 mbar, exit slit setting: 111 µm, photon energy: 1100 eV, pass
energy: 20 eV
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Fig. 15  a SEM image of electrodeposited MnOx on carbon paper.
b From top to bottom, Mn L-edge NEXAFS spectra recorded subsequently under the specified conditions of temperature and reactive atmosphere at a pressure of 0.25 mbar and reference spectra of
Mn(II), Mn(II/III), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) oxides measured in UHV

NEXAFS spectra to determine present Mn oxidation states.
Since NEXAFS is slightly less surface sensitive than XPS,
we thereby compromise some surface sensitivity but gain
more chemical insight.
In Fig. 15b, the Mn L-edges NEXAFS spectra of this
sample are compared to reference spectra for MnO (Mn(II)),
 nO2 (Mn(IV))
Mn3O4 (Mn(II/III)), Mn2O3 (Mn(III)), and M
from commercially available manganese oxide powders after
a required pretreatment (see Refs. [41, 43]). The freshly prepared sample is characterized by contributions from Mn(II),
Mn(III) and Mn(IV) species (see Fig. 15b, UHV). However,
we have observed instability of this material upon wetting
in 0.25 mbar H2O and X-ray irradiation (Fig. 15b, H2O) as
opposed to the electrodeposited IrOOH (Fig. 13). Its full
re-oxidation was not possible in situ at 0.25 mbar O
 2 at
523 K, which can be concluded from the missing resonance
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at 644 eV characteristic for the presence of Mn(IV) (see
spectra in O
 2 atmosphere in Fig. 15b). These findings differ from the results obtained for samples calcined ex situ in
air at 393 K [44]. We attribute this effect to beam damage,
which is even more pronounced when water vapour is present in the chamber.
XPS measurements of the Mn 2p core level at + 2 V
polarization (not shown) indicated the expected shift of the
peaks upon polarization, thus confirming that the sample
was under the externally applied potential. The Mn L-edges
NEXAFS spectra recorded for the fresh material at OCP
and upon polarization under 1 0−5 mbar water pressure are
reported in Fig. 16. A qualitative evaluation indicates that
the electrodeposited material under OCP is already reduced
and composed of mainly Mn(III) and Mn(II) species. Upon
the application of + 2 V under low H
 2O pressure, only minor
reduction due to radiation with X-rays is visible, which is
probably due to the poor wetting of the surface under this
condition. The changes are more drastic when 0.25 mbar
H2O is added into the evacuated chamber resulting in a significant reduction to Mn(II).
This result differs from recent published data on MnOx
electrocatalysts performed in liquid environment, in which
Mn(III)/Mn(IV) species were found during the OER
[45, 46]. Thus, it is evident that in this case our in situ

Fig. 16  Mn L edge spectra recorded during the in situ experiment
for the electrodeposited Mn oxyhydroxide at: open circuit potential (OCP) and 1 0−5 mbar of H
 2O (black line); + 2 V and 1 0−5 mbar
of H2O (grey line); + 2 V and 0.25 mbar H
 2O (light grey line). The
potentials are referred to the Pt quasi reference CE
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experiments were complicated: First, the measured spectra
were highly affected by beam damage caused by the X-ray
irradiation. Second, the poor wetting of the sample, which
limits the water supply and the water turn over, inhibited the
success of the in situ electrochemical experiments. Third,
the poor conductivity of the electrodeposited samples might
exacerbate the problem. This final showcase of the twoelectrode setup shows the pitfalls of this in situ technique.
Hence, controlling the experimental conditions and sample
preparation are of paramount importance.

4 Three‑Electrode Cell with Continuous
Liquid Flow to Study the Oxygen
Evolution Reaction [12]
Once the concept had been established that PEM-based electrode assemblies were leak-tight and sufficiently stable upon
X-ray irradiation, we designed an in situ electrochemical cell
with a continuous flow of electrolyte. The sustained electrolyte supply prevents the PEM from drying out, provides
more stable measurement conditions, and renders longer
measurement times possible. In addition, we modified the
cell into a three-electrode system by integrating a micro
reference electrode (RE) enabling direct comparison with
bench electrochemical experiments.
The setup of the modified cell is shown in Fig. 17 by (a) a
construction model and (b) a schematic cross section. In this
configuration, the WE is again applied onto the membrane
side facing the evacuated chamber for XPS and NEXAFS
analysis. The CE (Pt coiled wire) and the RE (Ag/AgCl) are
inserted from the side and rear parts of the cell, respectively,
directly into the electrolyte stream and in close proximity to
the Nafion® membrane. The electrodes connect to an external potentiostat that applies OER-relevant potentials while,
simultaneously, XPS or NEXAFS are recorded.
Pfeifer et al. used this in situ electrochemical cell to investigate the reactivity of sputter-deposited metallic Ir films
in the OER [12]. In contrast to the electrodeposited IrOx
on carbon paper investigated with the two-electrode cell, in
which Ir was already initially oxidised, this study focused
on the early stages of Ir oxidation during the OER and the
oxygen ligands forming on a metallic iridium substrate. In
this contribution, we would like to review some important
findings reported in [12] that prepare the ground for discussing advantages and disadvantages of the two cells presented
here.
First, we confirm the comparability of the electrochemical results obtained with this three-electrode in situ cell
with wet bench electrochemical experiments. To this aim,
we recorded CVs of sputtered Ir films in 0.1 M H2SO4, see
Fig. 18. In the three-electrode setup, it is no longer possible
to only fill the cell with ultra-pure Milli-Q water as we had
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Fig. 18  Cyclic voltammogram of a sputter-deposited, 20 nm thick Ir
electrode measured with the three-electrode in situ cell at 100 mV/s
at 0.01 mbar in 0.1 M H2SO4. Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry

Fig. 17  a Construction model and b schematic cross section of the
homemade three-electrode in situ cell with sputtered WE, Pt wire CE
and Ag/AgCl RE. For the assembly, all cell parts are fixed with the
respective screws. The aqueous solution of the electrolyte is continuously supplied by means of an external syringe pump. The three-electrode cell has the same working principle as the two-electrode cell,
described in detail in Fig. 3. b Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry

done for the two-electrode setup. The three-electrode cell
requires the use of a liquid electrolyte to ensure the flow of
ions between the RE and CE and the WE.
Indeed, the shape and peak positions of the oxidation
waves as well as the OER onset are in accordance with previous literature reports on Ir [47]; e.g. in the anodic scan, the
main oxidation wave of the material occurs at approximately
1 V versus SHE and there is a small oxidation wave at 1.4 V
versus SHE before the OER onset at 1.5 V versus SHE.
In a next step, we considered possible beam damage of
the samples. In earlier literature on XPS studies of Ir oxides
for the OER, the electrode materials were first treated wet
electrochemically and afterwards transferred into vacuum
for XPS characterization. Upon irradiation exposure, active
Ir oxides samples were found irreversibly deactivated for
OER [48]. To address the beam sensitivity of our samples, we measured under low X-ray dose (13 mA ring current) and minimized the beam exposure time of the probed

region by choosing a new measurement spot for each set of
measurement.
Finally, we determined the contribution of background
signals to our measured spectra. Due to the maintained
hydration of the film by the continuous supply of the electrolyte, the continuous flow cell suffers less from the problem of electrical disconnection of the films than the batchlike two-electrode approach. This improvement presented
an opportunity to lower the metal film thickness down to
20 nm. The adjustment of the film thickness, however, has
spectroscopic implications. On the one hand, due to the surface sensitivity of XPS and NEXAFS and the mud-crack
type structure of the sputtered Ir films, thinner films ensure
that a larger amount of the spectroscopically probed material
is in touch with the triple-phase boundary between electrolyte, electrode, and water and is therefore actively taking part in the reaction. On the other hand, the thickness
reduction leads to a strong spectral contribution of the core
levels and absorption edges from sulphate groups and carbon
compounds originating from the liquid electrolyte and the
Nafion®. The presence of these additional signals makes the
analysis of the O K-edge NEXAFS spectrum complicated
since the oxygen signals originating from sulphur and metal
(hydr)oxide compounds as well as water overlap. Thus, a
controlled study of the nature of the species composing the
O K-edge was necessary before we were able to discern the
species involved in the activation of water and the OER at
the metal surface from those belonging to Nafion® and the
liquid electrolyte, respectively.
We initially investigated the O K-edge spectrum of a
bare, uncoated Nafion® membrane mounted in the threeelectrode cell with a continuous flow of 0.1 M H
 2SO4 (see
Fig. 19). From this investigation, we assessed the major
contributions to the O K-edge spectrum from the Nafion®
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Fig. 19  O K-edge of an uncoated proton exchange membrane
(Nafion® 117) measured with the three-electrode cell at open circuit potential (OCP) in Auger electron yield (AEY) at 0.01 mbar and
with a continuous flow of 0.1 M H
 2SO4, beam line exit slit setting:
111 µm, kinetic energy: 385 eV, pass energy: 50 eV. Inset shows a
zoom of the low excitation energy region recorded while the indicated OER-relevant potentials (vs. SHE) were applied. Figure adapted
from Ref. [12] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry

“substrate” and the liquid electrolyte at excitation energies of
≈ 532 eV and ≈ 537 eV. The former stems most likely from
1s → π* (C=O) transitions from carboxyl groups present on
the membrane surface or in the electrolyte [49]. The latter
originates from a convolution of 1s → σ* (C=O and C–O)
resonances of carboxyl groups [49] and ether groups of the
Nafion® membrane as well as O → S transitions in sulphate
species contained in the liquid electrolyte and the membrane
itself [50, 51].
From previous reference experiments of highly OERactive X-ray amorphous iridium oxides [37, 38], we knew
that fingerprints of electrophilic OI− as well as of OII− species of iridium oxides are located in the O K-edge at 529
and 530 eV, respectively. Hence, we had to ensure that, upon
polarization, the membrane/substrate contribution to the O
K-edge spectrum does not change in this low excitation
energy region. To this aim, we applied a range of OER-relevant potentials to the uncoated Nafion® and monitored its O
K-edge. The inset in Fig. 19 confirms that upon polarization,
the energy window of interest remains unaffected; hence we
validated that changes in this low energy region observed
during our in situ studies of iridium oxides can be attributed
to changes in the active catalyst material itself.
After these preliminary robustness checks of the system,
we performed in situ investigations of oxygen-evolving
iridium surfaces on a sputter-deposited metallic iridium
film with a thickness of approx. 20 nm. The film was first
activated by 35 CV cycles between + 0.1 and + 1.6 V versus SHE, followed by transient experiments at OER-relevant
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Fig. 20  XPS survey spectrum of the as-prepared Ir film recorded
in the three-electrode cell at open circuit potential at 0.01 mbar and
with a continuous flow of 0.1 M H
 2SO4, beam line exit slit setting:
111 µm, photon energy: 1020 eV, pass energy: 20 eV. Adapted from
Ref. [12] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry

potentials. Oxygen evolution was continuously monitored
through the QMS unit connected to the NAP-XPS setup.
Figure 20 shows an XPS survey measurement of the as
deposited Ir film on Nafion® mounted in the three-electrode
cell at 0.01 mbar with a continuous flow of 0.1 M H
 2SO4.
The survey only shows the core and Auger lines expected
for the deposited Ir film (Ir) and the membrane (S, C, O, F).
Please note that the Ir/C ratio is considerably larger than the
Pt/C ratio observed above (compare Fig. 5). This observation
shows that Ir is not as affected by carbon coverage during
the deposition process as Pt. Therefore, in the case of Ir, we
omitted the sputter-cleaning procedure.
While previous research on iridium had focused on the
metal oxidation states [16, 52, 53], we were interested in
the role of the oxygen ligands during the OER. To identify
the oxygen ligands forming on oxygen-evolving iridium surfaces, we performed dedicated O K-edge NEXAFS investigations of the sample. Previous experiments had shown that
the O K-edge region of iridium oxides is extremely sensitive
 II− species [54].
to the presence of electrophilic O
 I− and O
Figure 21a shows the low excitation energy region of the
in situ measured O K-edge at different applied potentials
with fits using calculated spectra of OI− and OII− [37, 38].
We observe that during OER at + 1.7 V versus SHE indeed
both electrophilic OI−, centered at 529 eV, and OII−, centered at 530 eV, are present. Especially for the electrophilic
OI− species, we observe that the major contribution to the
signal can be turned on and off by switching on and off the
potential and, therewith, the OER. Hence, these species
seem to be intimately linked to the OER activity of iridium
oxides. The electrophilic nature and high reactivity of these
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Fig. 21  Low excitation energy
regions of O K-edges of
Ir-coated Nafion® samples,
consecutively recorded a left
to right and b bottom to top in
the three-electrode cell with the
indicated potentials versus SHE
at 0.01 mbar and with a continuous flow of 0.1 M H2SO4,
beam line exit slit setting:
111 µm, pass energy: 50 eV. c
Normalized OI− and OII− concentrations determined from fit
of low excitation energy region
of O K-edge in b over QMS
oxygen ion current. Adapted
and reproduced from Ref. [12]
with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry

species was previously confirmed by their ability to oxidize
CO to CO2 at room temperature [54].
To test for a structure–function correlation between
the abundance of reactive O
 I− species and oxygen formation, we consecutively increased the potential applied to
the iridium electrode and analysed both the low excitation
energy region of the O K-edge and the amount of oxygen
formed. Figure 21b shows the measured O K-edges and
the fit envelopes obtained from fitting the low excitation
energy region of the measured with the calculated spectra
for OI− and OII−. Figure 21c shows the linear correlation
between the amount of oxygen formed and the concentration of electrophilic OI− species. Noteworthy, while we were
able to clearly follow the surface oxidation of the sample via
the characteristic signals in the O K-edge NEXAFS, the Ir
4f spectra [12] hardly changed upon polarization showing
that the bulk of the material remained mainly in its initial
metallic state. These results indicate that the property making iridium oxides such unique OER catalysts is not their
ability to form high valence cations, but their capacity to
accommodate oxygen anions of formal oxidation state I-.
While a link between the presence of electrophilic
OI− species and increased OER activity had already been
suggested based on observations of reference measurements and CO titration [54], only by performing these in situ

investigations of an iridium electrode during the OER, a
direct structure–function relationship between the electrophilic OI− species and the OER could be established [12].
This achievement underlines the potential of this threeelectrode in situ XPS and NEXAFS electrochemical cell to
investigate energy conversion processes. This study has shed
light onto the OER over IrOx catalysts, showing that not
only a bulk oxide phase can activate H2O and turn it into
O2, but also a predominantly I r0 film with surface Ir oxide
species can catalyse this reaction. This finding indicates the
molecular or cluster-like character of the active Ir-O species.

5 Discussion
Providing a unified concept of the OER was attempted
already early on by Trasatti [55]. Due to the increasing relevance of water electrolysis in energy research, this subject
is currently being revisited with the aid of newly developed
surface-sensitive in situ methodology. In our group, we aim
to contribute to unveiling the reaction mechanism of the
OER using a combination of surface-sensitive soft X-ray
and electron-detection-based techniques. XPS is particularly
useful for research in electrochemistry because it enables a
contact-free probe of the electrochemical potential [6]. In
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principle, by looking at the core level shift and FWHM as
functions of the potential, it is possible to describe the electrical double layer [33] and the modification the double layer
undergoes as the potential is increased towards the intrinsic over-potential for the OER. This feature enables us to
understand interfacial phenomena that lead to the high overpotential observed in all known active materials. However,
the analysis of the XPS O 1s core level is often complicated
due to the convolution of the different specifically chemisorbed oxygen species on the electrode surface (which are
at the applied potential) and molecules of the solvent ions
(which are at a different potential).
Recently, by analysing the broadening of the liquid water
component in the O 1s spectrum, the potential profile across
the electrical double layer and the diffuse layer have been
described [33]. In our experiments, the film of liquid water is
much thinner than in the experiments reported in [33], where
the O 1s is dominated by the water component. Thus, we are
more sensitive to specifically chemisorbed surface species
on the electrode, which account for the catalytic properties
of the electrode, but lack information about the electrolyte.
Regardless, absorption spectroscopy at the O K-edge for the
case of Pt (Fig. 10) has shown the presence of a thin layer of
liquid water, which substantiates our findings. The quantitative analysis in Table 1 indicates that the dynamics of the
oxygen species take place on the Pt surface and near-surface
region. The surface chemistry scenario evidenced by our
in situ study, however, was very different from the one seen
over polycrystalline Pt foil after liquid electrolysis in H2SO4,
[56] in which Pt2+ species and Pt4+ species dominated the
topmost surface layer. Pioneering work [57, 58] postulated
the formation of a P
 tO2 phase and its transition into instable
PtO3 before OER takes place. Our in situ study, however,
shows that the active state of Pt is indeed a P
 tδ+ species
2+
stable under OER, whereas P
 t species are present in lower
amount but also increasing in concentration with increasing
anodic potentials. Ptδ+ is a metallic Pt species electronically
modified by O atoms in the subsurface, which is described
as clusters of Pt oxide at the steps of the rough Pt surfaces
[32]. Ptδ+ is able to coordinate water and eventually turns it
into O2. It appears evident that due to the low water chemical potential of our experiments, the surface is quenched in
this Ptδ+ oxidation state while further oxidation is prevented.
The TEM analysis of a polycrystalline Pt film subjected
to bulk water OER in H2SO4 has shown a peculiar characteristic of the electrode with a roughened surface of higher
contrast on top of a bulky metallic Pt with cracks exposing
new metallic surface [10]. A similarly roughened surface
was observed on the TEM of the Pt electrode after our
in situ experiments (see Fig. 4c). In both cases, the O 1s
spectra do not show the typical O 1s fingerprint of Pt oxide
at 529.6 eV, demonstrating the hydroxide character of the
present Pt2+ and P
 t4+ species. Together with our in situ
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study, this TEM analysis has enabled us to contribute a
hypothesis on the reaction mechanism leading to the formation of the high valence Pt species earlier considered
as OER active species [57, 58]. In liquid electrolytes upon
anodization, the initial oxidation of P
 t 0 to P
 t δ+ induces
the mobilization of Pt at higher potential according to the
equation previously reported [10]:

[ (
) ]2+
Pt𝛿+ + 4H2 O + nH2 O → Pt H2 O 4
+ nH2 O + 2e−

(1)
The Pt aquo complex undergoes condensation according to

[ (
) ]2+
[
(
) ]2+
2 Pt H2 O 4
→ Pt2 (O) H2 O 6
+ 2H+ + H2 O

(2)

The dimer in (2) can condense further to hydrous PtO
or oxidize to [Pt2(O)2(H2O)4]4+ from which hydrous PtO2
and mixed valent oxides are formed. Such a mechanism
explains also the formation of single atoms of Pt on carbon-supported electrodes during OER [59]. Those species
might be intermediates in the OER, provided that electronically and coordinatively unsaturated sites are available and the material is electrically conductive. Otherwise,
a passivating layer of higher valence states is formed and
only the mechanical rupture of it will enable the exposure
of further active surface [10]. Due to the low-pressure
conditions realized in our experiments, we were able to
quench the metastable P t δ+ active phase while dissolution/precipitation processes were limited. Consistently, in
recent experiments in liquid phase using tender X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the Ptδ+ species was also found
on Pt electrodes in alkaline solution and discussed as the
relevant species for OER on Pt [8].
Similarly, the reactivity of dry and hydrous Ir oxide-based
electrodes has been attributed to the ability of Ir oxides to
form instable high oxidation states upon water coordination that free O2 and recover the formal oxidation state [52].
In situ spectroscopic data have failed to confirm the existence of Ir(VI) states. Only Ir(III), Ir(IV), and Ir(V) were
claimed to be present [16, 53, 60], but the chemical nature
of the oxygen ligands had still not been clarified. This gap
was filled by the in situ investigations using the three-electrode cell [12]. The detailed analysis of the O K-edge has
provided insights into a likely reaction mechanism: electrophilic oxygen ligands are formed in situ upon polarization
[12, 61] and will be attacked by nucleophilic OH species to
form O2. The molecular nature of the intermediate species
bearing O ligands able to turn H
 2O in O
 2 was evident. We
also showed that the OER can occur on only slightly oxidized Ir metal surfaces and that it is not an exclusive ability
of the bulk oxide. A recent publication has confirmed that
also in liquid environments on an initially metallic Ir, the
OER is enhanced upon formation of small, hydrated and
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hydroxylated, non-stoichiometric Ir–O particles at the triplephase and grain boundaries [62].
The need for a careful conduction of experiments monitoring oxygen-evolving electrodes became obvious when
investigating the iridium oxides: The evaluation of the onset
of the electrophilic OI− species forming on Ir was only possible under low dose of X-ray beam due to their beam sensitivity. This limitation manifested itself when considering
manganese oxides. Mn in the form of high surface area dendrite-like oxyhydroxide is even more difficult to investigate
due to its high beam sensitivity. It will be shown in a follow
up contribution that a low dose of X-ray and additional filters are needed to evaluate anodic process over Mn, which
are otherwise covered by the reduction induced by ionized
water and e −. The poor conductivity of the Mn(III/IV)OOH
seems to lead to its reduction to Mn(II) under the effect of
the beam and prevents its anodic oxidation.
We attempt here a hypothesis of a unified reaction concept for the OER on metallic electrodes: Upon polarization,
OH chemisorbs on the electrode surface and the oxidation
proceeds with increasing potential. The oxidation of metals
is known to be diffusion-limited due to the poor flexibility
of the metals to accommodate O atoms. Thus, as the electrode anodization proceeds, a surface O oversaturation might
occur and a molecular metal species bearing an electrophilic
oxygen ligand will form through a one-electron transfer
mechanism. This species will then undergo a chemical step
 I−, formin which adjacent O
 H− attacks the electrophilic O
ing an intermediate species that decomposes to O
 2. If O
 II− is
I−
formed instead of O , a higher overpotential for the OER
is required. The chemical nature of the nucleophilic attack
of OH−, as opposed to the previous electrochemical step,
would explain the linear trend observed in Fig. 21c. We thus
conclude that the OER is kinetically favoured over the metal
oxidation when the metal or metal oxide surface undergoes
a transformation path that involves a metastable phase with
a higher oxidation state of + 1 from the starting value.
When we now explicitly consider the OER in liquid electrolytes, apart from the metal surface and subsurface oxidation, also equilibria of hydrolysis, condensation, and precipitation, which depend on the pH and solubility constant,
should be considered. The dissolution of surface metal ions
can expose new phases and generate metastability (which
could be beneficial for the O2 turn over). If the material
dissolves further, an oversaturation of metal hydroxide species in close proximity to the electrode surface may lead to
a condensation reaction and the formation of a precipitate
of metal oxyhydroxide [63]. Depending on the nature of the
oxyhydroxide layer, it can be detrimental for catalytic activity when it converts into a non-conductive oxide layer as
in the case of Pt [54]. In the case of metallic Ir electrodes,
however, the Ir oxyhydroxide is conductive and active. Li
et al. [62] have recently observed that it enhances the activity
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of an initially metallic Ir electrode and is even more reactive
but less stable than rutile-type IrO2. The authors go on and
show that the process leading to a reduced OER activity
on initially metallic iridium electrodes with time is in fact
the crystallization of this metastable oxyhydroxide into bulk
rutile-type IrO2.
The present work has shown that if Mn(III)OOH or
any other earth-abundant material-based electrode should
replace Ir-based catalysts, their design should be driven not
only by chemical considerations based on the thermodynamic reduction potential, but also by mechanical/electrical
considerations: The macroscopic assembly of the active site
needs to be in intimate contact with a conductive support.
Moreover, in both the Ir and Pt case, we have indicated that
each metal atom undergoes monoelectronic transfers. This
type of transfer appears to be a necessary condition for the
OER and is probably necessary to form the electrophilic
OI− species. In contrast, a 2 e− electron transfer to a metal
atom leads to more strongly bound O species.

6 Conclusion
Herein, we have comprehensively described the technical
development of two electrochemical cells to study water
splitting materials by near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS). The surface sensitivity
of this technique and the broad range of available pressures
enable us to investigate and identify the surface elemental
composition and chemical state of most of the relevant elements in catalysis at varying conditions.
Our first prototype to study oxygen-evolving electrodes
in situ was a batch-like two-electrode cell. Its transient character naturally induced perturbation to the system, which
enabled us to identify the relevant redox processes and
distinguish them from secondary reaction paths. While the
results presented herein have shown the great potential of
this cell to study the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), its
design entailed several complications preventing investigation under steady state conditions, namely (1) limited water
storage ability, (2) lack of reference electrode, (3) overpressure in liquid reservoir due to gas evolution at counter
electrode. These limitations motivated the further development of the cell architecture into a three-electrode flow cell,
which provided a continuous electrolyte supply and eased
the pressure exerted on the membrane from gases evolved
at the counter electrode.
Using the two in situ cells at working pressures of
−2
10 –10−1 mbar, we were able to observe the initial activation processes of OER-active materials and achieved
a high sensitivity towards the dynamics of chemisorbed
species. Working in this, compared to atmospheric conditions, low pressure environment quenched the system in its
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initial active state. However, the limited wetting conditions
prevented us to evaluate the impact of electrolytes and the
equilibria in solution. Regardless, these cells have helped
to contribute to the community the working oxidation state
of anions and cations of the OER-active surface for Pt, considered as poorly active material for OER, and for IrOx,
the state-of-the-art OER catalyst. These investigations have
shown that the splitting in formal charges between anions
and cations is much less than that anticipated in literature.
For the case of Ir, the experiments demonstrated a ligand/
anion-centred oxidation (formation of OI−) during the OER.
While the example of manganese has shown that beamsensitive materials require specifically designed NAP-XPS
experiments, the (1) high flexibility, (2) surface-sensitive
detection mode with opportunity of depth profiling, and
(3) comparative analysis by looking at different chemical
entities taking part in the reaction mechanism make NAPXPS incomparable to any other in situ technique. In fact,
as seen in the Pt case, the opportunity to extend the pressure range may turn out to be very useful in identifying
metastable phases normally not seen with other operando
methodologies.
Finally, it appears evident from this report that the pressure range of these PEM-based in situ cells needs to be
further enlarged toward higher pressures and to approach
realistic operation conditions to further elucidate the role of
the electrolyte. New lines of research must consider innovative ideas to entrap the water/electrolyte diffused through
the Nafion® membrane and locally enable a liquid phase on
the electrode. Further instrumental development should be
devoted to controlling the thickness of the water layer.
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